Chapter 18
Blogging
There are many phases to blogging, and addiction is one of them. Not being able to stop
yourself from doing something that is causing you harm is called addiction. Its easy to get wrapped
up in your thoughts, and sharing online, but always keep the opinions of others in mind, as they
matter too. Just as you are easily affected by what others share, you too should be contentious of
what you share, how you share it, and double check to make sure you’re not sharing any
information about others, who you come in contact with along the way. Blogging is not just about
you, its about your reader, and their feelings and emotions too, to be a successful blogger, you
have to be comfortable with yourself, and comfortable enough to share without causing discomfort
to your reader. Its not just about sharing how your days are going, or what you’re thinking, always
have some kind of strategy when it comes to sharing, so that others around you don’t worry or
worry for opinions held of others who come into your life, always write about yourself, from your
standpoint, and sometimes write from the standpoint of others, if it doesn’t make you feel worse
about yourself, to lose an argument here and there personally, that’s normal while writing.
Another phase of blogging is paranoia, that is worry about what others are thinking, and
worrying that you were misunderstood. It doesn’t matter how well you write, if youre paranoid
you’re paranoid, and that would be a product of your medications or a product of what you are
writing about. Always make sure to write about subjects and topics that you are comfortable with
have experience in … you can’t fake it til you make it online, you either make sense to your reader
and get likes, or you don’t make sense at all. Never take anything too personally … the more you
worry, the more you will experience discomfort and by those discomforts make less sense, writing
to your fears instead of your intuitions, making less and less sense as you go on. You learn how to
better adapt your settings as you go, its not easy to blog online, its not easy to write, and its not
easy to share your opinions about life, what you’ve been through, without sounding full of yourself,
perfectionist as you may be, no one is perfect, and we certainly can’t do everything right all the
time, sometimes in embarrassment, we catch ourselves doing the very things we preach not to do.
Sometimes while writing, you’ll find yourself among those closest to you, reading along.
No matter how much they read, I promise you that you will always be you, and no one can take

your place, blogging is not a competitive sport, its about wellness if anything, wellness of thoughts,
and soundness of opinions, are you educational, do you make sense, and does what you have to
provide benefit the readers to whom your sharing. What are your main points of reference while
writing, sometimes we keep these issues to ourselves, and sound brilliant, without stating the
obvious, and sometimes, we sound lost, and when simplified, seemingly boring not as nuianced as
we think we sound. Its hard to be new at anything, and harder to sound new to something, or be at
the forefront of the business of blogging, if you are not yourself well enough to comprehend or
understand readership, how popularity works, and how easily that can all be lost, if you don’t stay
fit as a writer, and let your weaknesses get the best of you, always maintain a positive outlook, no
matter what issues you are trying to avoid discussion of, leave little room for inference in those
cases, and always be clear, the more vague and abstract you get the more room for wonder you
give to your audience, and if wonder makes you paranoid, then let your audience know that.
If something like this happens to you, you should leave your main points of reference, that
are necessary to achieving solutions, up to prevent them ruining the rational basis of thoughts
coming from within you at the moment when you wrote them. This is because they might get
convoluted, misrepresented, or devalued by prior statements because of the coordinated efforts of
early responders upon your work’s entry to any public platform. When voices are trying to
purposefully malign your work and discredit you, ignore them, remind yourself, that your fears
are not people, and likewise your fears only come to fruition if you give power to those thoughts,
and let those thoughts influence the direction of your writing abilities. We all have our bad days,
no one day better than next, so long as you are giving your power away to negativity. That
negativity may not always be supplied by others, it could just be you supplying yourself with
commentary and your worries of the interpretations of others that is their negative inferences of
the past or present, affecting your dialogue with your present. If you want to be new, be new, but
don’t forget the old, it always comes back to haunt you if you do not appropriately store those
memories in your memory bank and away from your present discourse or conversations with
others in life.
An issue present before me is obviously what's before me at the moment when I wrote
them. The situation may change over time, or my own opinions might develop, So let's just move
forward and be in the here and now. This is important to understand better, and understanding one
another is not as important as understanding how to help others or yourself professionally. Indeed,
it is more about how you feel about yourself in relationship to your goals and accomplishments in

life’s abilities, as well as the avenues and opportunities for achievements. What it is that you need
to get done with in life in order to achieve that, since it takes time and a lot of effort, patience, and
constant testing, is completely your prerogative. Its okay to be lost, lost in life, lost in your
thoughts, and get lost in conversations with others, theres nothing wrong with being a talker or a
thinker, you are who you are, and whether others are understanding of your hyperness and
excitements in life, keep some of that energy for yourself, we can’t all be happy people, be
understanding of how to be normal around others, as hard as it is to admit when you are not normal,
make your amends, and do a better job of staying normal the next time you feel like blurting out
your own truths in life, they may not be the same truths for others, I’ve been told that we all have
our own truths in life, and now that finally makes sense, as to this.
I think it is best to save humanity for the sake of being positive. Just don’t be dramatic. We
are all entitled to support causes we believe in, we are not entitled to make those worries or fears
the subject of conversations with others, and get them to think and believe like us, in whats going
on in the world, or what’s going wrong. What everyone knows is different for a reason, we are not
all the same, and to each ones benefit, think differently, and by being unique feel special and apart
of as valued. You cannot compete with wellness, and there always be those more compassionate
than others, depending upon what their focuses in life are, just because people are not helping
others does not mean that they do not care, its just that their lives require focus on different things
in life, you may not share in common the same beliefs with others, even those closest to you, or
those you love. Seeing eye to eye is not some magical connection occurring between soul mates,
those non-communicated agreements in life between people, don’t be jealous of, especially if
you’re a blogger, you probably won’t get to look at anyone except your computer, and go ah ha uh
hm okay and silence, the benefits of having a Reverend to speak to, someone you admire, wish
you were more like, educated in the same capacity to help others, but when you share whats going
on get the reactions you need, affirmations to alleviate worry from those blank spaces in life.
Not all is lost in love and war #leotolstoy. “Don’t mention my name” was once stated in a
rap song, that if you get in trouble in life, not to mention the name of the person to whom your
associated with. I guess that’s what he meant, he’s more clear about it than I’m being, not all things
relate, but still provides useful topic for discussion, that was one of my favorite songs, then I got
in trouble, not as fun to listen to know, embracing those parts of me, its easier to listen with all
your chips in place. We have what we have, so we must work with as it is all that we've got. That’s
life. You can either live and relive your past, or you can build a new life for yourself, these

revelations don’t only come to alcoholics, don’t be entertained by the hardships lived in the lives
of those on entertainment, that’s not the entertaining part, that one can easily self-identify with,
those short blurbs about you, well in the world of entertainment, those blurbs are known, in real
life, those blurbs about you, never get back to you, for all you know no one is talking about you,
and if you are self-harming, then you can bet your bottom dollar, no one is paying attention to you,
as those are attention seeking behaviors, we are conditioned to ignore, how the well class would
respond, some sit in shock, how could someone be so insensitive, or how are they coping, life is
real, and the more understanding and compassionate you are, the less you feel bad when others
experience life differently than you. We cannot all be blessed with wellness, good thoughts,
brilliance, gifted or not. The best thing you can do is to just play along with whoever makes sense
to you, when you fill your mind with thoughts about others, that don’t bother or bore you, or make
you uncomfortable, the better reality you will see, keys to being fearless, and making a positive
difference, when you feel scared, don’t boo the person next to you, just pretend like nothing
happened? No that’s feeding into the depression, doing something about how your feeling is the
solution to fear, interacting with people, staying proactive, not holing up in your mind of what ifs
about life.
We can only do what we can and what we know is all we've got. It's today's promises that
tomorrow will bring, and the future is what propels us forward. The past, fear of failure, defeat,
loss of time, and loss in general sends us waves of energy that is present in us as we move forward.
It propels us, and what we do with that energy is our own choice. And for good, better, or worse,
this gives us the ability to produce positive or negative outcomes. Always do your best, do what
you know best, and let no fear hold you asunder.
No shortage of values and good character resulting from the wrongs of others makes us
unhappy. Only from our own wrongs do we limit our satisfaction in life. All dialectical
considerations need be made about the places where poison is thrusting so deep that we rot in sin,
blind to the causes for which we feel emptied. These truths we hold certain for that which grows
in sullen sanctity of the fruits. We bear a blindfolded devaluation of our own selves. With
consideration, we can stifle our feelings.
How can we see positivity buried in negativity? To the blind masses, we fold and shake
with dishonesty, and lie until our teeth are yellow with shame. We learn not to accept anyone under
circumstances where trust cannot be established. We shrike and cry helpless when we lean on

anyone as a co-dependent, shifting the responsibility away from us. Independence is the key
ingredient our forefathers have lent us to achieve peace from within amongst ourselves. And we
can only achieve it by consensus.
Be not who you think you should be, but be all that you can be with the world at your
disposal. Harm no one, and help only when able to help one self. When we lost our tools for
success, after they are broken, we build new tools. We hand them off to those in power so they can
build a new world for us where we can thrive positively. Communication without consensus can
bear no cohesion necessary for positive life skills that get achieved when we are left blind in
darkness, where we end up rotting and drown lost. God is happy when we are working together to
achieve some positive end, otherwise God punishes us for our lack of productivity. We are but a
product of ourselves and as such, can control what values carry on by what we carry out. What
values in our lives others will follow will lead us to not be lead. We have no one to blame but
ourselves when we cannot achieve any recognizable or remarkable success as unforeseen failure
typically results from a lack of faith in ourselves. If I can achieve any of this through a thought of
a better life for myself by providing a stronger vision of the future for others, then I hope God will
be happy.
The best focal points and points of reference should be built from your memory, as well as
what makes you feel good, because based upon what you know to predict what lies ahead, you
should not create a future based on the past that gets us nowhere. This is why I write something
new every day, much like a Newspaper of Thoughts, Theories, and Memories Relevant. The best
life is not lived with teams and partisanship.
It’s important to focus on Positivity Tangents, such as points of reference we use for sound
decision-making, our jumping off points for sound rationale and judgment making, rulemaking,
and basic decision making about ourselves and others’ pre-judgments that are otherwise positive
or negative. We also have to examine ourselves to focus on the concept of unearthing wheels that
would assist us moving forward. We had a discussion, joking about how this time all we should
really care about is whether humans had wings on their backs or not, and if so, should we feel from
there to predict the future, or from our hearts. From where and why should we analyze ourselves?
Why is it that we feel lighter when our backs feel airy and our hearts feel full? Why is it that we
can read more when we sense less behind us, and feel more in front of us? What is going wrong
that is keeping us from feeling or sensing what’s about to come?

I jokingly then stated, why do people keep doing stuff that makes us fear tomorrow because
that’s very asinine. You should always live life looking forward to the next day, waking up feeling
like coffee. I then started complaining aloud to my neighbors, explaining it doesn’t matter whether
Aaron read what I shredded in 2009 about seeing war overseas over this. He would have never put
everything together in between anyways, or where we are now. Only I am capable of seeing now.
Indeed, only we are capable of seeing our now; everyone who is here now, among us, a part of
now, here and now. This is why where we are now is for better or worse, but also a matter of
reality.
It doesn’t really matter which point anyone starts from, does it? Especially if we all
inevitably end up here and now? There are many purposes for my website, but its original purpose
was never intended to keep a clean image or improve upon my image. It was intended to be a
positive outlet for support – a sounding board for when I was doing well. It was meant to assist
everyone who had no connections or systems of support.
Whenever you have a website, there exists a necessity for its regular upkeep and upgrade
– just like anything else that is physical and not virtual. Sometimes, it’s better to have something
up rather than nothing at all. Just like physics, we need a huge wave forward if we are to help both,
undo the wrongs of the past and help build a new future forward. Furthermore, if anyone was
insulted when corrected like this based on fact, then should swallow the bitter pill and understand
that their behavior must change right away.
Negative commentary is to correct people who are recklessly ignorant and are always
inappropriate with their timing. They don’t set well with me. Now, I’m dropping #WorldPeace
Motions after being burnt out. That’s unnecessary because if it’s a weird fix, then don’t try to
understand it. If it’s violent, then calm everything down. If it’s foggy and hard to discern, then
inform. We believe in Solutions, Not Defenses, Reporting Not Curbed Wordage to Create Leans
in any one Direction as that ultimately wastes time, and our main goal is to always be on time. We
need to not be where others put us, and should always be in control of our own dispositions. That
is what we believe makes the best functioning of societies. (It was so foggy and violent. I wrote
everyday online for 4-5 years continuously until we all got on the same page.) #WorldPeace =
#Clarity of the #Issues, Balanced Perspectives, and is a 24 hour job from the moment you sign up
for it.
Just like supporting a cause or non-profit, you never stop making a difference in that

department until things get better. Pick wisely, and don’t misinform yourselves by reading between
too many lines, or by making negative inferences and poor assumptions about others. You only
make yourselves sick when you think negatively of others, and it makes others sick when you talk
$hit about others. I write so much, I’m always clear, I never F with anyone’s head, and I am always
honest, truthful to a T.
On rare occasions, we are given the opportunity to communicate on neutral grounds. It is
at these times we should be thankful for both, what is helpful or of no use but relevant nonetheless.
Be grateful for those who share their stories without any malicious intent to harm anyone or have
any ulterior motives to be benefited themselves in doing so. Support them because they help shed
light on something, a situation, or present circumstance, in a way we would not otherwise see had
they not shared given their insight into how and why these crimes occur and what has been done
to stop them.
We have done everything we can, and we will continue to do everything we can, which
includes improving upon our systems of communication crisis response and the timing of such
responses. We will prepare those who are new to change, as well as how best to cope with the
present times and not live in fear, but instead build a better understanding of the basic ebbs and
flows of human progress and communicate effectively with one another in a way that fosters
development instead of stifling one another’s growth. We will continue to do our best to implement
new sources for coping, providing resources, and strengthening existing strategies while trying
new means of communicating once those previously used means cease to be effective in
combatting terror.
In this respect, we have only a few resources when limited and many when we act as one.
You can choose to continue disagreeing, or realize that once you turn on one, you turn on all. Now
is not the time for criticism. Now is not the time for complaint over selfish needs. Now is a good
time to work diligently. Be prepared every day for the next day, and do your best to contribute to
the safety of those around you instead of putting anyone on our soil in harm’s way because you
think they deserved it or not. This is ultimately not your problem, and therefore only God can make
a judgment on this matter.
On the other hand, make it your problem to keep one another on track and do what you can
in order to promote that positive development in the other. I will do my best to improve, be strong,
and continue providing services online to those in need. I’m sorry for your losses, and I wish there

was more I could do. Unfortunately, I have to be cautious and not erratic in order to be professional,
which requires me to process produce and proceed slowly so that in the event of an emergency,
we can manage it effectively. That’s how you prepare one another by adhering to basic standards
of professionalism. There are rules and requirements for good reason, and you either choose to
dismiss them or follow them.
If you are harmed as a result of not sticking to those rules and scripts, then we apologize if
our services are of no value to you. We can only help those who honor and respect those traditions
we hold dear. Our set of laws that bind and protect our best interests are vital to who we are. So
I’m sorry if anyone was insulted when corrected, and that must be changed.

